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Executive Summary
Objectives:

This website describes the FAITH website, designed and maintain within WP7 in order to foster the project’s
communication and dissemination activities.
Results:

The primary result of this deliverable is the presentation of the FAITH website, designed and developed as the main
mean of dissemination. The public website is meant to facilitate communication and interaction with specialists,
potential users, policy and decision makers, as well as the general public.
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INTRODUCTION

This document presents the FAITH website content architecture (3) and details its development (3.1) and technical
implementation processes (3.2). The deliverable also highlights the responsibilities of the different partners regarding
the contribution to the website maintenance (3.3).

The Appendix (A.1) illustrates, with a series of screenshot, the main pages of the FAITH website.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

Abbreviation

Description

CMS

Content Management System.

ICT

Information and Communications Technology.

M

Month.

WP

Work Package.
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FAITH website

The FAITH website1 has an essential role in the project dissemination. Providing a public online showcase of the
project, it is the principal mean of communication of its objectives, activities and results. The public website
facilitates communication and interaction with specialists and potential users, as well as the general public. It also
offers the possibility of downloading documents and providing news about FAITH and its related topics by being
updated regularly with public information about FAITH progress, the status of the activities and any other relevant
communication.
DBL is responsible for the graphical layout, the information architecture, the implementation, and the maintenance
of the website. The website will be maintained until at least two years after the end of the FAITH project.
The website architecture and content have been discussed internally with the partners to select the most appropriate
ones for the website. Both the architecture and content will be updated regularly throughout the duration of FAITH.
The website has been designed with clear sections and texts, and a simple layout. Particular attention has been given
to its usability, in order to facilitate the users in the information search and the contents’ comprehension.
The website content is organized in the following pages:
•

Home page, presenting general information about the project, its objectives, and the latest news published
by FAITH; it also offers the opportunity of subscribing to the project newsletter;

•

About, illustrating more technical aspects of the project, as its vision and methodology, the challenges it
tackles, the validation process it employs, the expected results and related timeline;

•

Pilots, detailing the involvement of the three trial pilots sites and their specific activities;

•

Partners, containing a brief description of the Consortium and its members (complete with their role in the
project, and linking to each member’s website) and presenting the role of the Advisory Board within FAITH;

•

Resources, reserved to communication and dissemination products related to the project (from graphic
materials to the press coverage, and so on);

•

News, hosting the monthly blog post produced by the FAITH consortium members and any other relevant
news about the project.

Finally, direct links to the project social media accounts are provided in each page, both in the header (which also
links the contact page) and footer bars.
3.1

Website Development

Two releases of the website were delivered: an initial version, delivered at M3, and the final one, due at M6.
The preliminary website, released on the 30th of March, informed visitors that the website was under construction
and presented a few key information about the project, including a brief description of FAITH, the Consortium
composition, and the contact information of the Project Coordinator as well as the Dissemination Manager.

1

https://www.h2020-faith.eu/
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Figure 1: Preliminary website release

After releasing the initial website, DBL started designing the final one.
DBL proposed a first information architecture, graphical style and layout, and contents draft, which the partners then
reviewed and discussed. Following the first technical implementation, contents management, graphical layout and
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technical implementation proceeded in parallel, continuously testing and refining the solutions proposed through an
iterative process that was repeated until the whole Consortium agreed upon the final website.
The final layout includes the structure, as well as the graphical elements of the website: font type and size, colours,
interaction models and wireframes of the web pages, and images (see Appendix A.1).
3.2

Technical Implementation

The FAITH website is designed on a Content Management System technical platform, specifically the Wordpress
CMS, which represents an easy to manage platform, allowing the integration of different functionalities and tools,
and granting easy future modifications and add-ons to both the structure and characteristics of the website.
Specific attention is given to the ICT security for the website. Regular checks and repeated updates of technical
software and associated plugins should limit likelihood of malicious and unwanted access.
3.3

Responsibilities and Contributions

DBL is responsible of designing, realizing, maintaining and updating the website. The contents are managed directly
by DBL; however, these activities will be carried out in close cooperation with the whole consortium.
3.3.1

Maintenance

DBL will maintain the website to ensure its adherence to project status. In particular, some information (such as news
and dissemination materials) is updated continually.
3.3.2

Partners contribution

All partners are asked to provide feedback, information, documents, news, or any other material they consider useful
to disseminate the FAITH progress and results.
In addition, each partner will contribute to partner focused rotation blog post system, which are run monthly to
communicate and detail further key aspects of FAITH.
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CONCLUSIONS

This deliverable presented the FAITH website, designed and developed as the main mean of dissemination.
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APPENDIX
A.1. Screenshots of the FAITH website
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